What do mast cells do in our bodies?
Intracellular histamine is higher when
methylation is poor. Methylation is taxed
by EMF stresses in the body. Any EMF
will tend to raise histamine levels.
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Model of EMF, ELF effect on mast cells
See map: Histamine Allergies
How are mast cells affected by EMF?
May degranulate
May increase in number
May migrate to surface during exposure
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Allergic Reactions Enhanced by Cell Phone Use

Mast cells are similar to basophils. Both cell types are created in the
bone marrow, although it is believed they come from different precursor
cells. The basophils enter the blood stream, whereas the mast cells
migrate to the rest of the body -- particularly to connective tissue at
areas where the body meets the environment such as skin, lungs,
digestive tract, etc.
They contain granules of histamine and other substances which are
involved in a number of physiologic responses when released into the
tissues.
These include:
histamine mediated allergies
inflammation
healing
defense against pathogens
Studies, discussed in the
BioInitiative Report Chapter on the Immune System, have found that
non-ionizing electromagnetic fields have an impact on mast cell number,
movement, degranulation, and symptoms produced.
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Allergic to your cellphone?
Cellphones and skin rashes
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